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Tailored to meet the needs of on-the-go clinicians, iPOC® Offline

delivers an experience that’s simple, intuitive and engaging for users 

while providing billers with accurate information and owners the data 

they need to manage their business. The new product augments Igea 

HHC by offering immediate access to critical clinician forms -including 

Oasis and 485- without the need to have an internet connection. 

Complete patient visits using a phone or 
tablet without internet connectivity 

Ensure standardization and consistency of 
patient care across the agency

Optimize clinician performance through 
streamlined workflow

Key Benefits:Igea Software continues to make it easier to provide 

quality care.  With the new iPOC® Offline, clinicians 

can access Igea Point of Care with no connection to 

the internet.  Using the same workflow as Igea 

Point of Care, clinicians will need no additional 

training as the software seamlessly alternates 

between iPOC® Offline and iPOC® Online based on 

the level of internet connection.    
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Key Benefits:iPOC® Offline
Available for download in July 2014 through 

myigea.com, the new product is only accessible to 

authorized users from agencies that subscribe to 

iPOC® Offline. Upon entering a valid user name and 

password, iPOC® Offline downloads the user's 

agency-specific version with all customized forms 

and unique agency customizations.

Automatically syncs with Igea HHC when 
internet connection is detected

Design mimics iPOC® Online flow and 
interaction

Seamlessly alternates between iPOC® 

Offline and iPOC® Online as the
connection is found or lost

Fully integrated with Igea HHC

HIPAA compliant through robust data 
encryption

Information is automatically saved as the 
clinician types

*Data Usage if connected by 3G/4G connection 100% of the time 
when the user comes online. The data usage is dependent on the 
amount of forms, visits and patients being added, updated and 
deleted by the user. The minimum requirements is based on a 
caregiver doing 160 visits/month and adding/updating 300 
forms/month

Minimum System Requirements:
Software: Android 4.1

Hardware: 16GB of Storage, 1 GB RAM

Data Usage: 2 GB per month*

Recommended System Requirements:
Software: Android 4.4

Hardware: 16GB of Storage, 1 GB RAM

Data Usage: 3 GB per month*

Igea’s cloud-based solutions make it easier for home health care 

agencies to grow and flourish.  Our integrated and easy-to-use 

software allows agencies to be 100% paperless, get paid quickly and 

run at a healthy operating margin.  

Founded in 2003, Igea Software is headquartered in San Rafael, 

California.  We recently rebranded from Indura Systems Inc., to the 

name of our flag ship product, Igea Software. We are steadfast in our 

mission to help maximize the efficiency and profitability of home 

health agencies. 
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